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O. Introduction'" 
Subject-verb agreement is typically governed by the NP functioning as subject. When· more 
than one participant bear thisthematic relation to theverb, they are commonly conjoined 
syntactically in a single clause by a coordinating conjunction "and". Thematic ,coordination 
expressed in this way is said to be syntactically symmetric. Schwartz. in several studies 
(1989a, 1989b, 1988a, 1985), and others (Black 1991; Aissen 1989) have noted that thematic , 
coordination may also be"expressed asymmetrically. In such cases, subject-verb agreement is 
deterniined jointly by the NP functioning as subject of the verb and a comitative phrase· 
following the verb. Coordination grounded in asymmetric syntax has only attracted the attention 
o( linguists in recent years, even though it is not particularly rare, isolated, or unusual. The 
purpose of this paper is to provide a contribution to the small body of literature on this topic by 
differentiating symmetric from asymmetric coordination in Lega, a Bantu language spoken in 
eastern Zaire (0.25 in Gunhrie's 1967-71 classification). 
Lega is a rare example of an eastern Bantu language that permits asymmetric coordination-" 
Ndali M.21 and Chewa N.31b may be two others-,-and illustrates how it functions in general. 
The description and analysis developed in this paper are organized as follows. Section 1 
provides an overvi~w of the general djfferences in thematic coordination as expressed through 
symmetric and asymmetric. syntax. In particular, differences in two types of asymmetric 
structure, Plural Pronoun Constructions and Verb-Coded Coordinations, are presented. In 
section 2, symmetric and asymmetric coordinate structures, and comitative structures are 
described for Lega. Section 3 outlines the differences between symmetric and asymmetric 
coordination in Lega, while section 4 contrasts asymmetric coordinate constructions with 
simple comitative constructions. A syntactic analYSis of these three structures is provided in 
section 5, a semantic analysis in section 6, followed by a summary and conclusion in section 7. 
'" The investigation in this paper was based on work done in a Field Methods class held during academic year 
. 1992~93. We are very grateful to Kisanga Salama-Gray for the data. grammatical judgements. and meaning 
judgements as well as for her generous patience with our questions, and to Jonni Kanerva and Linda Schwartz for 
their insightful comments and discussions on earlier versions of this paper. Any errors are the responsibility of 
the authors. 
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1. Coordination via symmetric and aSY11)metricsyntax 	 sta· 
. 	 . 
. In many languages, ~s, in Engl,ish, thematic coordination, is expressed within the same consti- . ref. 
ment, in what Schwartz (1985) calls ·~symmetric syntax?', as illustrated in (1). In <,1 a}, Jane and um 
Suzyare-each considered to have the satnethematic relation-agent-withrespect to the verb' (3) 
eat. Syntactic c90rdiriationher~ invol~es two NPs; 'In (lb), Sa'mandiohn have the same 
thematicreiation-patient-'with respectto the verb hit. Again.NPs aresYl).tactically coordi­
nated in one co.nstituent. "Symmetric syntax" is realiz~, then, wben.thematic coordination is 
expressed byasi~gle, co.ntinuous, syntactic constituent . _ . ' 
, (1J a. [mJane and Suzy] are eating. 
b. I hit[NPSamand John]. 
In "asymmetric syntax", thematic coordination is expressed by a diseo.9-tinuousconstituent. 
A's seen In (2), munand Audu constitutediscontil1uousmeJ11bersof a tbematicallycoQrdinate . mOl 
subject. The only ovendueto,.this coordination is the 'plural morpho.lo.gy on the obligato.ry coo 
pronominal element mun which precedes,the main ve~b; This NP is lin~ed to munby the indc 
. . copnector niorphemeda '&'. This dil is IU)t (coordinating connector iothe same way that 	 nati 
_ ", \ ~ -~. . ", _ _ - _ 	 )' 
"English 'and' is. Ratper"it has a' more general function, associating an NP with a prono.minal 	 Synl 
andNP~ It ma:y also t"unctionas acomitative, so it.corre$pondsroughly. as well. to'the'use,of 
English 'with', With the specific thematic relation dependent on the context. coo 
. 
(2) 
, 
Hausa (Chadie) [Schwartz 19893.] 	 CfU( 
~Moo je~ kasuwa dli·Audu.l 
IP-PST go. market & Audn (4) 
'Au4~andI wentta the· market. • 
In. general, comitatives,differ syntactically from corresponding asymmetric coordinations in 
that the comitativepanicipant-''th;\t is,' tJteparticipant manifested as' an NP appearing with a. ' ' 

, connector morpheme, suchasHat,1sa,da,abov~is syntactically optional, and when absent 

, does not Junction as ~ uriderstood semantic participant The examples from .Teraof asym­
. r, " ", . 	 ' , ' 
metric coordinatio.n (3a) 'and comitativestrUcture (3b)i1lustratethis' difference. In '(38,).. the 

coo.rdit;l~tiOil of ,\<V0ya' andA!i}s synta~ticaIiy asymmetric, the~orphosyntactic.elements ' 

(foI:
l'The following abbreviations are used inlhePaper: 
pp 	 sec(AGR 'agreement IND independent, . preP9Sitional phrase
API> appliCative INFL inflection, PR -present resp 
.0Ef determiner ,NP noun phrase . - PST past . 
·00 'dUal PF perfect .R.EC reciprocal .' ,mus 
EMPH emphatic . P' plur3l SorSO singular 
FV . final vowel, ross ~sesslve T/A' . tense/aspect '(5d; 
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co~sponding to the participants constitute neither a single constituent nor have equal syntactic 
, 	 . . 
status. Woya is interpreted as thematically coordinate with Ali because of the plural emphatic 
reflexive marker vahda~ When the emphatic reflexive is singular. as in (3b), the construction is 
understood asa comitative. 
t' 
(3) Tera(Chadic) [Schwartz 1989b] 
a. 	 Ali wa d':;, vanda nd:;, woya. 

'Ali PE go EMPH+P &. boy+DET 

'Ali and the boy ran away.' 
b. 	Ali wa d':;, varan nd:;, woya. 

Ali PF go EMPH+SG &.boy+DET 

. • Ali ran away with the boy.' 
Asymmetric coordination, unlike the simpiecomitative construction, requires plural 
morphology. which may be coded in one of tWo ways. In the first type of asymmetrical 
coordinate construction, called Verb-Coded Coordination (henceforth YCC), there is no . 
independent syntactic constituent corresponding to one of the members ofthe .thematic coOrdi­
, 	 , ' 
nation, as illustrated by the examples in (4). Instead. the coordinate interpretation is realized 
syntact~cally in theinforrriation about person and number of participants encoded in the verb 
\ 	 . 
and information about independent non-coordinate NPs elsewhere in the clause. In th,ese 
coordinations, unlike in Plural Pronoun Constructions· discussed below, the morphology 
crucial to the thematic coordination interpretation·is not associated with an NP or sequence of 
NPs. but is part of the .verbal complex~ 
(4) a. Hausa (Afroasiatic)' 
Mun jee kaasuwaa da k'aneenaa. 

IP-PST go market & younger brother;-IPOSS 

'My younger brother and I went to the market.' 

b. 	 Yapese(E. Oceanic) 
ka ra Pow Tamag. 

- T/A 3DU come-DU Tamag 

" 
'He and Tamag came;' 
In the second type of coordinate construction, the Plural Pronoun Construction (PPC) 

(following Schwartz 1985), plurality is encoded in the pronoun. In Mokilese, for e:umple, the 

) 	 . 
second person pronoun kamwa is dual, whereas koah is singular~as shown in (Sa) and (5b), 
respectively. In (5c), the pronoun occurs in a construction in which the se~ond person referent 
mustbe interpreted as singular and where substitution ofthe singular pronoun is ungrammatical 
(5d). 
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rel(5)Mokiles~ (Austronesian) [Schwartz 1985] 
, si~ 
a. 	 (NpKamwa] trlwehuld kang rais. 
, 2DU ,like" , eat rice Spl 
, ,'You two like to eat rice.' 
b.' Kookmwehuki kang~js; co: 
2S like ' ,eat rice Of( 
, 'You (Sg) like,to ~at rice. ~ 	 (71 
w~c. 	 £NpKamwa Davy] inla duhQu.2 

,lDU " Davy go'swim 
 (7)
'You (Sg) an4Davy went swimming/ ' 
d.~ 	?*[NPKoah-DaVy] mladuhdu. 
, 2S 	 'Davy go swim , 
• • ',U .' • " 
, 'You ,(Sg) and Davy went swimming.' 
, , 
. . "" . 
A' similar pa~tem~curs in Kpelle" as 10 (6). "In, (6b), kwa is. used as a,frrst person plural 
, pronoun,conttas~ng;witntheSingulaf'.uaih{6a). Howeve~, as shown in(6d),su'bstitution for 
the singular ptonounof(6c) appare~tlY rtsults infln ungrammatical or u,npteferredsentence." ' 
> 	 •• '. • - • - • '. > •• 
(6) 	Kpelle ~iger~Kordofanian) [Schwanz 1988al. • 
J 	 ' • '" ".' ," " 
'a.l.JIlpa. ' 	 . 
IS come 

': 'lhave come.' 

COl 
b. 	 Kwa Pfl. , he(
. 'lP come 
, 'We,have come." as 
'c. ~pKwa yalku pa. ' 

, lP2S IP come ' , "~ 

'~You(Sg) and I have c~me I WelUld you (8g).... ' ' 	 as: 
d. 	 ?*lNPfa ya] ku pa. 2. 
IS 2S lP come Le 
'You'(Sg) and I have come.' , 
are 
, In PPCss~ch, as those In (Sc) ,and (6C), the inItial,pronoun is, necessarily no~-singular. In to~ 
other contexts~ such'as (5b) and (6b). thepronoun wouId>beinterpretedas,refet:rlng to more " 
rno 
than orie p~icipant. Yettl)e dual or plural form of-the initial pronoun'of PPCs does'not mean 
• dHl
that the pronoun ,should be interpreted as having it plural referent by itse~f. Instead. the pr~noun 
asy
would be interpreted as. havinga'singrilar referent. ThQ$, you' (SO) is abSorbed into the plural 
,.,..-------"-'-----'--..,..-. .," 	 " 21~sorrie languag~, Such a$MOkil~ or Kpelle,the overtconnC(:tQr:,witb, doesn~ta~jn PPCs. 
; , 
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representing the set whose members are Davy and you. In PPCs, then, the morphology which 
signals a thematic coordination interpretation is syntactically associated with anNP corre­
sponding to one of the participants. 
Based on data illustrated.in (4), (5), and (6), an interpretation of the two asymmetric 
constructions may be,proposed, as in (7). The comma between constituents indicates that the 
order of constituents is notflXed. Relevant pronominal information In vec constructions as ip 
(7b) is encoded in the NP. In contrast, PPCconstructions are representedasPRONOUNi+j, 
which gives infonnation aboutNPi and participantsG). 
(7) 	 a. Plural Pronoun Construction 
, [NP PRONOUN.. (&) NPi J 
. l+J 
b. Verb-Coded Coordination 

[s[v V, PRONOUNi+j , X],[xp'(&) NPi ], Y] 

XP can be realized either as an NP or as a PP. Language-specifically, & 
rna)' occur. 'If One language, such as Hausa (6a), prefers 1& I, the XP is 
realized·as a PP;··whereas another language, such as Yapese (6b), does not 
prefer 1&1, this XP is realized as an NP. 
Aissen (1989) argues that the VCC is just the pro-drop version of the PPC. Her argument is 
". ',' ! . 	 I,',
based on the assumption that VCCs andPPCs share certain properties. First, VCCsandPPCs 

have an inherent restriction that one of the conjuncts must be a personal pronoun, since VCCs 

contain comitatives which are linked only to prono~nal subjects and PPCs are by definition 

headed by personal pronouns. Second, the form of the adjunct in the VCC is generally the same 

as the form of the adjunct in the PPC. However, Lega, like Hausa. has VCCs but no corre­
. sponding PPCs from which VVCs may be derived. As a consequence, it is not adequate to 

posit simply that the VCC is derived from the PPC.Therefore, we will treat the two structures 

as separate structures, following a proposal in Schwartz. (1989b). 
2. Coordinate and comitative struCtures in .L.ega 
Lega~like the languages mentioned above,-exhibits asymmetric coordination. In Lega, there 

are three ways of coordinating NPs, of which asymmetric coordination is syntactically similar 

to symmetric coordination and to a comitative construction; all involve the presence of the free 

t 
morpheme 1&1 occurring before an NP. Strikingly, however, the free morpheme I&lis realized 

differently according to construction type: as. no in symmetric coordination, but as· na in 

asymmetric coofdimition and comitative constructions. 

... 
\ 
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iIn syn:un'etric coorc;linatic)O, thetwoNPs are conjoined by no, which has ess~ntially the 
c 
.same properties as 'and' does inEnglish~ arid a plural verbal morpheme is used in theverbal 
, ' ." 	 c '-' " 
complex. asillustr~ted by the examples in (8). 	 ( 
. (8) a. 	 Zoolanw-in.l1ctq-ko-rabang-a.3­
Zoola &-IS IP-PR-walk-FV. 
'Zoolaand 1 are walking ... 
.' 
b.' Zoo14 no-ogwe mo-ko-romek-a gamodzi. 
Zpola &-2S. -2P~PR-work-FV;together 
. '~la and you (SO) are working together. • 
c•. A111isi no Zoola be-ko-ko-kary-a; 

Amisi& Zoola 3p:':PR-2S.-help-FV 

, Amisi and Zoola are helping you: _ 
. ' 	 " -', 
. Legi'also has a comitative constrqctioI} fonned withna.which functions as an adjunct-
phrase. The~,pmitative phrase. generally appears ne,ar the end of the sentence~ it cannot 
. contribute to plural agreementoftheverb:.TI:ta,tis. the singular verbal morPheme is employed in. 
the verbalcorriplex•.. as showrt'in (9}.Subject-verb agreement 'isdetermlned only ,by tlie co 
, nominativeNP.Thusdn (9c), a singular verbal agreement prefix is. required due tothe fact that . V~ 
pI'l 
.the.ilomi~ative NP~ Amisi. is singular. 
.. - .' 
of 
.' (9) a. O-ko-rabang:-a.. na Zoola. M·lS-PR"w~-FV& .Zoola 
the
'lam walking with 2oola.' 
. , " 

. '. 
 co 
b. Q-kp-romek-a gamodzi na Zoola. Lii2S-P~"wQrk-FV together & Zoola 

'You (SO),are ",orking together with zOola.'. 

. ." 
. c. Atnisi a-ko.;ko-kary-a .. na 2001a, 

Amisi 3S'-PR-2S-help-FV &,Zoola 

, Amisi is helping ypu with 2oola. f 
. , 
. ASYIl11lletric c60rdiriation is illustrated by the eXamples" in (10). The verb requires.a plural 

subjec~ prefix 'and is followed. by an adjunct NP preceded byl'la, as noted previously for 

cOmitative constructions (9)~'Even though in (lOe).the.nai>hrase does ~ot form aconstitu~nt 

wi,th theQ.~minative NP. Zoo[a,the na'-p~rase issemantically' associated with the NP. This 

, . . -	 . . 
31o/' of lJO-Wu;1 becomes[w] by a phonological rule of glide fomialion. which states lbat-non-)ow vowels 

change into-glides before,another vowel. " 
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interpretation,therefore, strongly implies.that.it must function as som~thing otherthan just a 
cornitative adjunct. 
(10) 	a. To-ko-rabang-a na Zo01a. 

IP-PR-walk-FV & Zoola 

. 'Zoola and I are walking! We and Zoola ..... '4 
b. 	Mo-ko-romek-a gamodzi na .2001a. 

2P-PR-work-.FV together & Zoola 

'You (so) and Zoola are working together I You (PL) and Zoola .... ' 
c. 	 Be-ko-ko-kary-a. na Zo01a. 

3P-PR-2S-help-FV & Zoola 

. 'He and Zoola are helping youl They and Zoola .... ' 
d. 	Amisi be-ko-ko-kary-a na ZooJa. 

Amisi 3P-PR-2S-help-FV & Zoola 

'Amisi and Zoola are h~lping you.' 
. 	 . 
As mentioned previouslY'llanguages which express thematic coordination in asymmetric 

coordinate structures can be divided into two groups, those havi'ng PPCs and those having 

.' 	 VCCs. There is clearly a structuraFcorrespondence between PPCs and VCCs in that the 
pronomi~al information in both cases encodes the plurality of the thematic relation. In the case 
ofPPC languages, this pronominal infoIplation is found in the coordinate NP; for example, in 
Mokilese (11), you, which is thematically, but not syntactically, independent, is absorbed into 
the NP. In VCC languages interpretation of thematic coordination depends not on information 
coded in an,NP; rather" it depends crucially on plural information encoded in the verb phrase. 
Like Hausa and Yapese, Lega is a langllage characterized by VCCs, but VCCs only. The 
examples in (12) show that I, unlike the case of Mokilese, cannot be encoded in a plural 
pronoun (12a), but rather only in a plural verbal pronominal prefix (12b). 
(11) Mokilese (repeated from(4): DualInterpretation 
[NpKamwa Davy] inJa'duhdu. 
2DD Davy go swim 
. . 
'You (SG) and Davy went swimming.' 
4 These constructions can mean either that two people participate in the event or that more than two participate in the 
event. Here, however, we focus'only on the interpretation in which only two participants are realized in a sentence. 
Henceforth, we will ignore the interpretation of more than two participants in the event. realized syntactically with the { 
plural pronoun and an NP. ' . 
• 
. .. ; 
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'(12) Lega 
a. 	 lswe, to-ko.gye,k-a idya, namw·ana w-ane. 

, 2P-IND IP..PR-cook..FV5-food·& I-chiid 1·IPoss 

, , 'We and my child'are cooking food.' 

, ·'My child and I are cooking food.' 
 c; 
b~ 	 To"ko-gyek-a idy~ na)'nw-ana w-abe. 

IP:':PR-cook:.FV ~-food &. I-child 1·1Poss 
 (l 
!My child. and I 'are cooking food.' ' 
, 	 ' , 
3. Differences between asymem~tric and symmetric coordhtation hI Lega 

Symmetric 3Jldasy~metric coordination differ syntacticallyinLega in,three significant ways. ' 

'" - .' - - '-	 . ­
, First, even though in both, symmetric and asymmetric coordination the verb agreementprefpc. is ' 
J, 
,plural, the coot:dinated NPs in symmetric coordination form acontinc)usconstituentc()Ordinated 

'through use of th~ canne6tor'no (13'a), while iIi asymmetric coordination, they are notanly 

discontinuous, bl.\t coordinated through useo! na(13b). ",' 

, - ;. --" 1 ' 
(13) a. Zoola no Amisi be-ko-kar-an~y..a. '" (11ZooIa & Alnisi ~P-PR-help;.REC;-AP-FV 
'cZoola and AmiSi,arehelping each other.' 
b. 'Zoolabe-ko-kar-an-y--a' '\, ' na Amisi. 

: ZQola, 3P~PR·help-REC-AP-fV& Amisi 

'2.001,8. and Amisi are helpifigeach other.' 
.... 	 . " 
Second, there ittedifferences in restrictiorfSOn theotder of coorru.nau:d NPs. a condition 

, • which we willl~bel·~intetchangeabilitY'·. Insymmetric¢()Ordination,J there are nO restrictions on 

the order of constituents, as illustrated inU4).',That is; coordinated nouns or:cOQrdinatednoun

", , ,. 
, ,and pronoun may occur ioany order. " 
(14) a. Amlsi no-ogwemo"'ko-k~nz-a belaro. 
'Amisi &-2 S 2P;'PR~buy..FV' 8-shoe 
, 	 .,'.,. "- -. \ 
'Amisiandyou, (SO) -" are bu'ying sllOes.' 
" - ;.'., 
,b. 	Ogwe noAmisi mo~ko.-kon:i-a belaro. 

2SG ,& Amisi 2P~Pf{-b,uy-FV 8-shoe 

•You(SG} and Anusi are,buyingshOes.' 
, . 
'. ; 
The same is not true ofcoordinated elements in aSYmmetric coordination; noun andpronoun
-' 	 ." 
arenotlnieichangeable. especially hi cases. where one 'of the elements is the fIrst or second. 
, 	 ' -',', / . " -' -' - , . -\,' ~ . -', 
person prcmoun.asillustrated in'(15)-(16). the fIrst. and ,'second person 'singular pronouns, 
-	 _" - -. -I,' \ 
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wliichrefer to speech aCt participants. cann<?~ occur in the na-phrase of an asymmetric 
coo~dination, nor can they occur even as a subject, as seen in (I5b) and (16b). Third person 
pronouns, however, can occur in the na-phrase. as illustrated in (17a). even though they still . 
cannQt occur as a subjeCt (17b). First and second person are encoded only in the plural subject 
prefix on the verb (15c) ..(16c). 
(15)a. *Mw-ana w-ane to-ko-gyek-a idya na-nne. 

I-child I-IPoss IP;.PR-cook-FV food &-IS.Poss 

'. 'My child and I are cooking food.' 
1;>. *Nne to-ko-gyek-a idya mw-ana w-ane. 
IS IP-PR-cook,;.FV food I-child 1-IS~Poss 

'My child and I are cooking food. ' 

c. 	 To-ko~gyek-a idya na mw-ana w-ane. 

IP-PR-cook-FV food & I-child' I-IS.Poss 

,\~; 
'My child and I are cooking food;' 
(16) 	 a. *Zoola mo-ko-rend-a na-ogwe. 

Zoola2P-PR-talk-FV &-2S 

'You (SO) and Zoolaare talking: 
b. ~Ogwe mo-ko"rend-a na Zoola 

2S 2P-PR-talk-FV & Zoola 

'You (SO) and Zoola are talking: 
c. 	 Mo-ko-rend-a na 2001a ' 

2P-PR-talk-FV& Zoola 

'You (SO) and Zoola are talking.' 
(17) 	 a. Zoola be-ko-kal'-an-y-a na-age, 

Zoola 3P-PR-help-REC-APP-FV &-3S 

'He and Zoolaare helping each other,' 
b, *Gwe be-ko-kar.:.an-y-a ne Zoola 

3S 3P-PR-help-REC-APP-FV & Zoola 

. 'S/he and Zoola are helping each other;' 
c. 	 Be-ko..kar-an-y-a na Zoola 

3P-PR-help-RCP-APP-FV & Zoola 

'He and Zoola are helping .each other.' 
These examples exhibit what Schwartz (1988b) calls the "Person Hierarchy Effect 
constraint", Under this constraint, the person feature of subject NPs should be either higher or 
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. ,the same a$ the person feat~reofcomit8tive phrases, 1> 2 >3. Following Ladusaw(1989), we 
\propose that in Lega the na-phraseis ~modifierwhich provides additional information about 
the ,subject,'s reference,' thus entai,ling plural marking onth~ verb. The interpretation that the 
referent of the adjunct must be included in the reference of the nominatives also 'requires the' 
j " _ '1 " 	 _ _. ~ 
Person HierarC;hy Effect, due to the meaning of the subject prefix. , Second person morphemes 
refer to a gToupwhichcontai~s '~he hearer~t excludes the, $peaker. while third person 
morppemesexcludeboththe 'speaker ~nd the hearer ... Henc~, a constt;llcticm with ase~nd , 
'personpreflXcou\d'nofhave,a flrSt'person adjunc~ nor could a constr'Uctionwith It third perSon . 
haveeitber aflI'St or second person adJunct. 
In sum, we have shown that asymmetric coordination differs froIllsymmetric c()()roination 
• ., . . 	 ' I 
in threeimportant~ays~ (1) it involves a disContinuous agreement controller1 (2)it utiliZes the 
Connector na rather than no, aI)d (3) itd()e~ notpeimirinterchangeability6fcoordin,\te noun and 
. ,pronoun. C;onseq\lenly( ' .. we must conclude that. they differ in· tJnderlying syntactic structure. 
,. : 4. Din:erences betwe'~nasymmetric coordina~ion andcomitaUye constructions 
Asymmetric coordlmition differs·fromthe comitative construction in six significant ways., First, 
, in'spite of the fact that the subjectN,p and ~ts na"'phrase adjunct do notfonn a Single continuous 
constitqent, they, D¢veI1he1ess,controlagreement,as ill~strated.jn(183J, while only the subject 
NP, withoutthentz-adjunct, does so in a coinitative construction (18b}. 
.(18) a. 	 Amisi bc;'ko-ko-kary-a na Zoola 

Amisi . 3P:'PR~2S-qe,lp';FV & Zoola /" 

'Amisiand ZoOla are helping you.' . 
.,
,b. 	 Aini$ia..kf)-ko-k~ry-a. mt ZooJa 

Amisi 3S"PR:2S';"help-FV& Zoola ' 

'Amisihimselfis helping you with Zoola/ 
Th~s difference'in~eement co~trol is also found when adverbhil clauses are present. With 
ail adverbial'\vhel)"clause, indlcatedby prefixal ga-, in'asy~metriccooidination the 11.a­
phrase adjun¢t 'is inydlved' in the detertnlpation. of verb. agreement in both the, mauix' and 
adverbial clause, as in (19b). In the comitative.construction, onlytbe. subject NP controls 
agreement (l9c). Ihhe ha-pl1rase were'a VP.,;adjunct in (19b) 'as ilis in (19c), there would be 
, no explanation fot ,the obserVed difference in. control. Hence, they must be cons.idered 
structurally different. < , 
(19)a. 	i001a .nw~innc tW7a.;beZag-ilc tw·a~korw-a .ga~iw.a;'bas-i1c., 

Zoola &~lP IP..PST~be-PF IP~PST-betired-FV when-lP;.PST-arrive~PF 

'Zoola and lwere tired wheriwe arrived. ' . 
C< 
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b. Tw-a-bezag-ile tw-a-korw-a· .ga-rw-a-bas-ile na Zoola. 
IP-PST-be-PF IP-PST-be tired-FV when-lP-PST-anive-PF & Zoola 
'Zoola and 1 were tired when we arrived. • 
c. n-a-bezag-i1e n-a-korw-a ga-n-a-bas-i1e na Zoola. 
lS-PST-be-PI;' 3S-PST-be tired-FV when-IS-PST-arrive-PF & Zoola 
'I was tired when I arrived with Zoola.' 
Asecond difference between asymmetric and comitative constructions is found in the use of 
the reciprocal suffi~ -an-. This suffix requir~s a plural verbal morpheme, as in the symmetric 
coordination, Amisi no Zoola, in (20). An asymmetric coordinate structure involving reciprocal 
-an-, like asymmetric one, always requires two participants in the event as subjectS, as shown 
in (21). The comiiative construction, on the other hand, cannot occur with reciprocal-an- when 
there is only a singlular NP subject,as the ungrammatical fonn in (20) demonstrates. That is, 
an asymmetric coordination acts like a si~gle grammatical element in that the na-phrase is 
iritetpretedas part of the set which functions as the agreement controller. 
(20) 	 . Amisi no Zoolabe-ko-kar-an-a. 
Amisi & Zoola· 3P-PR-work for-REC-FV 
'Amisj andZoola are working for each other. ' 
(21) 	 Amisi be-ko-kar-an-ana Zoola. 
Amisi 3P-PR-wait for-REC-FV & Zoola 
\ 
•Amisi and Zoola are working for each other.' 
(22) 	.*Amisi a-ko-kar-an-a. na Zoola . 
. AmisI 3S-PR-wqrk for-REC-FV & Zoola 
*'Amisi is working for each other with Zoola.' 
Third, location of a na-phrase when an object is present in ~ sentence showsthaUhe na­
phrase of an asymmetric coordination and that of a comitativeconstruction differ in distribu­
tional restrictions. Sin1'ple symmetric coordination involving an verbal object'is shown in (23)~ 
1ft both asymmetric coordination and .comi,tative constructions, thena-phrase can occur 
following the object (24a)-(25a). Hpwever, only in a~ymmetric coordination can the na-phrase 
precede the object (24b); as a VP-adjunct in a comitativeconstruction, the na-phrase must 
appear at the end ofthe clause, otherwise it is ungrammatical (25b). 
(23) 	 Zoola no Loko10 00-(a)-lii i)Ie idya . .. 
Zoola & Lokolo 3P-NEG-PST-eat-PF food 
'Zoola and Lokolo didn't eat the food.' 
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(24) 	a. Zoola baia)-li-{i)le .'. ,1dya naLokolo 

Z00la 3P-NEG-PST-eat-PF food & Lokolo' . 

. 'Zoola and Lokolodidn 't eat the food.' 
l,. 
i b. 	 Zoola baia)-li-( i)le .,naLokoioidya. 
Zoola 3P-NEG-PST-:eat-PF & Lokol0 food 
'Zoola aild Lokol0 didn't eat the foOd ' 
(25) 	a. Zoolaa-(qJ-U-(i)l~ idyana Lokolo. 

Zoobi 3S-l'{EG-PST-eat-PF.food & Lokol0 ' 

'ZoQladidn'teatthe food with Lokolo.' 
b: *Zoolaa-{a)-Ji..(j)le ' na LokoJo jdYs.' 
ZoOta 3S-NEG-PST-eat-PF&Lokolo food 
'. . 
'Z()ola.didn'teat the fOQCi with l,.okolo.', 
This observation differs from the claim. made in Schwartz (1988:1» in w,hich she states.that 
the [& N}>lof asymmetric coordi~ationbasthes~e distribl+tion'asthat oftheadjllnct [& NP] 
of cpnlitatives. As the:datashow, this is 'not the case in Lega: It isnotcl~ai to us why this, 
· should be the case. 	
/ 
A' f~urth .dissil)1ilarity can befoilnd in' selec'tionalrestrictions, .. which provide further 
·evidenCefor the distinct status of the na'"pbrase; of asymmetriccoordinatjon, In terms of ' . 
selec:tio,nrurestrictions.;.-semaI!tic or pragmati!; restrictions onlhe choice of expressions within a 
given categ~ry! which cani~cupya given sentence,.pesition---the verb~w·endc1a 'to go' ,for . 
.' example, requires animate subjects (26). The sentence in (26b) is Odd Because the ~ubject, 
• ., I", 	 " 
,keJo1)ge, is inanimate. This restriction holds even when an animate subject occurs in 
.' , -, 	 '. -, ' .' - , ,'­
coordination with an inanimate fJ.7); 
(26) 	a. N -end-ile ',- kw-isoko. 

IS-PST -go.-PF LOC-market 

'1 wen~ to the ,market. , 
b. 	 ?Ke-lol.Jge ky-end-i1e ,kw-isoko. 

7:'gun 7':PST-go-PF LOC-market 

, 'l'The 'g~nwent' to. the market'.' 
· (27) ??Ke-lo1)ge nw-inne tw-end-lie' ,kw-isoko.' \ 
- . 7-gun ',' ,&-lS IP-PST"'go-PF LOC-market 
??'TPe gun arid I went to. the markeL' 
Sjnce.our claim is that the na-phrase of asymm~triccoordination functions as part or the 
argument (subject) to. which selectional restrictions apply, while the .na~phraseiadjunct of 
, 
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comitative constructions does not, we expect to find inanimate nouns in asymmetric 
coordination, ungrammatical. The sentence in. (28a) indicates that this is, indeed, the case. In 
contr~distinction to the asymmetric coordinate,structure, the c?mitative structure in (28b), in 
which the inanimate noun of the na,.phraseaQ.junct is not an argument, is grammatically 
satisfactory . 
(28) 	 a. ?1Tw-end-ile kw-isoko, na ke-1oI]ge. 
. IP-PST-go-PFLOC~market & 7,.gun 
71'1 and a gun went to the market.' 
b. 	N-end-ile kw-isoko na ke-1oI]ge. 

lS-PST-go-PFLOC-market & 7-gun 

'I went to the market with a gun;' 
In Lega, only the surface subject can be the antecedent of an emphatic reflexive (29). A fifth 
~fference between asymmetric coordination and comitatives,then, is found in ,the ability of the 
NP andna-phrase to antecede an emphatic reflexive pronoun. In (30), it is clear that the 
reflexive has both the subject NP and the na~phrase as its antecedent; the ungrammatical 
examples in (31) demonstrate that the antecedent must be the subject NP and '~a-phrase. In 
comitativeconstructions (32)-(33), only the singular reflexive form is possible, reflecting the 
fact that the subject is singular and does not include the na-phrase. These antecedent-reflexive 
facts cannot be explained unless the NP and na-phrase of asymmetric coordination have the ~ 
staius of unitary grammatical relations, whereastheNP and na-phrase of comitative 
constructions do not. If thena-phrase of asymmetric coordination were a VP~adjunct, there 
would be no way for the PP to serve as part of the reflexive antecedent. 
(29) 	 a. I]-ko-ko-kary-a' n-inene. 
lS-PR-2S-help-FV IS-oneself 
'I, myself, am helping you.' 
b. 	 Amisi a-ko-Ko-kary-a gw-inene. 

Amisi 3S-PR-2S-help:'PV 3S-oneself 

, Amisi, himself, is helping you." 
(30) 	 a. To-ko-ko-kary-a bisw-inene na,Zoola. 

IP-PR-2S-help-FV IP-oneself & Zoola 

'Zoola and I, ourselves, are helping you. ' 
-b. 	Amisi be-ko-ko-kary-a 'b-inene, na Zoola. 

Amisi 3P-PR-2S-help-FV 3P-oneself & Zoola 

'Amisi and Zoola themselves are helping you.' 
-

'-,'I { , 
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(31) 	 a. *To-ko-ko-kary-a n-inene na ZooJa. 
IP-PR-2S"'help--FV lS-ones~lf&Zoola 
'Zoola andI, myself, ,are helping you.' 
b.lCtAmisibe-ko-ko-kary-a ' gw-inene na Zoo1a. 
, Amisi 3P-P~-2S-help-FY 3S-Oneself & Zoola. 
i Amisi and Zoola. herself~ are helping you.' " 

, \ 

(32) 	 a. IJ-ko-k()-ksry:--s, .' n-inene' ./na Zoola. 
'", lS-PR-2S"belp-FV lS"oneself &, Zoola 
' 	 ", - , 
'I~myself. am helping you with Zoola.' 
, '.' , " \ "., 
"b, 	A,misi s-ko-ko~kary~a 'gw-inene Da. Zoo/a., 

Ami~ 3S-PR-2S-help-FV3S-oneself & Zoola 

, Amisi, himself, iSh~lping you withzOOla, • " ' 
(33) 	 a. *IJ-ko-ko-.kary-a 'bis~-inenena Zoo1a. 

'lS-PR~2S-help-FV IPconeself, '& Zoola 

" .' 	 - \ . . ' , ~ 
'I, oUFSelves. aiIl helping'youwith Zoola, , ' 
b. *Amisi a-ko-}.o:"kafy-:a ,b-inene snil Zoola. 

'Aqlisi3S-PR-2S-help..:FV 3P-oneself & Zoola, ' 

. •Amisi.the~selves,iS 'helping you with Zoola.' 
i 
A ,final difference to 'be noted is in,omissibility,of 'the tid-phrase. In asymmetric coordina­
'tion,the n~-phraseis not omissable ifthesubject would, then be singular (34)..(35). lri,comi- " 
, ! ',' , , 
tative constructions,on,the.otherh~nd. the ~aphrase isoptionalbeca~s~ it is , slfnplya VP~ 
adjunct (as evidenced by singular agreement on the verb). ", 	 ' 
(34), a. Amisibe-ko-rabang-a na Zgola. 

, 
Anusi 
.,
3P~PR.,walk-FV&
",' 
Zoola 

; 	 ,', \ 
'Amisi and· ZOolame walking.' 
b. *Amisi be-ko.rabang~a. 
Amisi 3P-PR-walk-FV 
, Amisi and he/sne/lare walking.' 
i: , 
, , 	 : " .~ " . 
, (35) a. 	 Mwana w-'a.nebc-ko-rend-a na 2001a. " 

I-child l,.;lS:Poss 3P-PR:talk-FV & Zpohl" ' 

'My child and Zoola~. talking.' 
b. 	*Mwana w-ane be-ko-J'Omck-a. 

I-child 1.-1S.PQSS"3P-PR,;work':PV' 

'~ychi1d and slhe?are working.? 	 ; , 
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(36) 	a. Amisi e-ko-:rabang-a (na ZooJa). 

Amisi 3S-PR-walk-FV (& Zoola) , 

,Amisi is walking (with Zoola).' 
b. 	 Mwana w-ane e-ko-romek-a (na ZooJa). 

I-child I-IS.Poss 3S:'PR-work-FV (& Zoola) 

'My child is working (with Zoola).' 
In sum, we have identified six ways in w4ich asymmetric coordination differs from 
comitative constructions: (1) control of verb agreement, (2) co-Occurrence with the reciprocal 
suffix-an-, (3) location of na-phrase with respect toan object of the verb, (4) separate selec­
nonal'restrictions, (5) ability to antecede reflexives, and (6) omissibility of the na-phrase. Given 
these differences and those noted in the previous section. it becomes clear that asymmetric 
coordination in !.ega does not superficially involve a single coordinate constituent. However,it 
behaves,as if it has the status of 'a unitary grammatical relation. In section 5, we offer a syntactic 
, 
analysis, in section 6 a semantic analysis, of each of the three constructions. 
5., A syntactic analysis of coordinate and comitative' structures 
To explain the status of asymmetric'coo~dinationin Lega, we adopt the structural configuration 
of a comitative phrase as in (37), tak«n from Schwartz (1989a). The comitative phrase, i.e, the 
, . , 
, na-phrasein Lega, of asymmetric coordination is se111antically connected with a plural argument 
" internal to the head of the phrase to which it, belongs~Based on the definition in (37), an IP 
tree-structure is proposed in (38). (SPEC in this configuration can be an NP, aninqependent 
pronoun, or pro. It triggers number agreement in INFL.)', 
(37) ,Given the configuration [x Lx' ...AGR [PL] ], ...na NP]~ optionally absorb the features 
j~ 
":' ofNP into the feature set specified in AGR [PL). 
(38) '[IP SPEC [r [INFL [v ....] ] ] 
Given thislP tree-structure, we propose an appropriate structural configuration foreach 
construction, in (39) for symmetric coordi,nation and comitative constructions, in (40) for 
" 
asymmetric coordination. The dependent pronominal element corresponding to the subject is 
part of INFL, which contains tense/aspect and the pronominal subject,argument. AGR stands 
for the pronominal elements. 
(39) 	a. Symmetric COQrdination 
[IP SPEC [r [INFLTENSE/ASPECT, AGR1[v [V]]]] 
b. Comitative Construction 

[IP SPEC [I' [INFLTENSE/ASPECT, AGR] [v [V] ...... na NP] 1] 
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For asymmetric coordination, we propose a different syntactic structure. in which thena~ 
. " - " ~ : . '. ,..' 	 - . ..' '' 	 , ' '- ­
phrase lies outside, of l' in (40). In this structure.it is assumedthanhe comitativena-phfase 
contains the co-referential NP~, which triggers number agreement, as an adjunct of IP. As a 
result, an NPofthe c{,mitati~ephtasec()ntrolsagreement incdnjunction with thesubjectNP" 
".; . 
(40) 	" Asyri:nnetrlc Coordination ' 

, [~[1PSPEerI' [lNFLTENSEIASPECT,AGR] [v tV] Jn··... na NPl 

, "" ,J' ' " ' 
Trees ofeach ofthe tht~e constructions;--symmetric, c()mitative. and asymmetric con;. 
, structions;--are presented in (41).. ,,' 
, " (41) 	"a. Symmetric Coordination 
.' ,'-; . 
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c. Asymmetric Coordination 
IP 
~ 
lP PP 
~ ~ 
NPj I' na NP·J ~ 
VPli+j 
I 

V' 

I 

V 
- ' 
Black (1993) accounts for asymmetric coordination' in terms 'of subject adjunct movement, 

which is also calledconjun~t union byAissen 0988). However, in Lega, if conj\lnct movement 

were adopted, alternations of the connector & remain unexplained, because the connector & has 

two different realizations: no in symmetric coordination and nil. in asymmeiriccOQrdination and 

, comitatives. For that reason, we posit that Lega has different constructions for each of thethree 
.different constructions. 
Given the tree structures in (41), we posit that agreement be subject to a Tree-structure 
Hierarchy as illustrated in (42). If there is a construction in which the verb agrees with a node 
Within an IP, then any higher nodes than it within ari IP also trigger agreement. Specifically, an 
NP which occurs higher than an IP in the tree structure cannot trigger agreement. This is shown 
'in (42b), where verbs agree with subjects in English, but notwith topics. It is, assumed that 
topics in English are adjuncts of CP, which is located outside of that IP which immediately 
dominates a subje~t. This point is illustrated ,by the contrast between (42a) and its topicalized 
counterpart (42b). In (42b), the topicalized NP is not within an IP; therefore, it is 'excluded in 
, subject~verD agreement. In contrast to (42), asymmetric coordination in Lega (41c) shows an , 
NP in the comitative na.;phrase that is licensed to control agreement, since it is at the same level 
as the subjectNP, and is also within an IP.ln a simple comitative structure (41b), however~ an 
NP of the na-phrase' lies within an IP, but is lower than the subject NP; therefore, it is not 
licensed to control agreement. 
The Tree-structure Hierarchy exactly predicts the Case Hierarchy proposed byCroft (1988) 

-Subject < Direct Object < Indirect Object < Oblique. That is, if a langu.age requires verb 

agreement with an indirect object, it is expected that it will also permit agreement,with a subject 

and a direct object. Ifa verb agrees with only a subject NP, then the verb only agrees with NPs 
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(46) a. 
b. 
4 .. 
(42) 	a. He likes this book., 
CP 
'.~ 
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. . b. This book. he likes. 
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which are the upper or equal nodes· 'of the subjectNP within an IP in the tree sttucture. 
·Thereforej~ in (Mc), ~n NP in ana-phrase agrees with the. verb since theNP is loCated 'at the 
· same level as the subject Np,~']nadditiontif a verb agrees with an:object. the verb shoulq agree 
· with a,s\lbjectNP as proposed by Croft. In this case. the verb agrees withNPs.which are the 
. upperor equal O()(iesofthe'subje~t ~ in tenns ofsribject~verbagreement. WtdalsowithNPs' 
wmchare the Upper or the equal node ofthe object N~in terms 01 object-verbagreement. 
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I 
However, what should be considered here is that NPs which already agree with the verb in 
subject-verb agreement are excluded in object-verbagreemenl. 
6. 	Semantic analysis 
In addition tosyntact~c structure. we propose that in Lega. semantics also plays an 
. important role in agreement. The connector &: of asymmetric coordination .hasa lexical 
specification under the condition that the head oia projection tQ which it is syntactically linked 
: contains a plural AGR. Therefore, 'the featqresof the NP in the na-phraseare absorbed into the 
feat~res of a plural ¥gument dependent on the head of a projection (Schwartz 1989a): In Leg~• 
. the ns'':'phrase of asymmetric c;oordination shares' in the thematic role of the plural AGR and 
. behaves asa member of the argument. In symmetric coordination •. on the other hand, the no­
phrase shares the thematic role of the subject NPof an argument position. Hence, we propose 
that the difference between the two fOnDs of coordination also results from different semantic 
,constructions. Following McNally (i993), we prqposethat the structure of asymmetric 
coordination semantically denotes a ~oup that has the person feature of the head and the 
number feature of the group. In other words. the denotatibnof asymmetric coordination is a 
, . 
grouP. Le., the adding of a further specification to the information structure of the set of 
participants occupying an argumentpositlon,~hereas ,the denotation of symmetric 
~ " " , 	 , 
coordinations is a sum, Le., the adding together of individuals to form a set in an argument. 
, 
The examples in (46)-(47) illustrate these different notions of "group" and Hsum".In symmetric 

.coordination (46), other people apart from the praticipants named-,A.misl and Zoo/a and 

". J"ok%-can participate in the event 'of buying shoes. Therefore, the total number of 

participants may be more than those identified, two in (a), three in (b). The subjec't participants 

coordinated with no ar~ simply added together with no requirement of feature compatibility 

(Schwartz 1989a). 
(46) 	 a. Amisi no Zoola be-ko-konz-a.· be1a1'O 

Amisi & Zoola 3P-PR-buying-FV8-shoes 

. 'Amisi and Zoola are buying shoes~' 
b. 	 Amisi no Zoola no Loko10 be:;·ko-konz ..a OO1a1'O 

Amisi & Zoola & Lokolo 3P-PR-buying-FV 8-shoes 

, Amisi, Zoola, and Lokolo are buying shoes.' 
'" 	 " 
In asymmetric coordination (47), the members specified in the subj~t and in the na-phrase 
are the only participants, Le., Amisi and Zoo/a are the only participants of the event in (a), 
Amisi, 200/a and Lokolo in (b). Hence, they are characterized by the notion "group". Thus, .the 
.1 
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"total numbe~ of paiticip,ants isdetennined by the number specified, two in (a), three in (b).5 In 
sum, the value for,'number agreement in symmetric and asyinmetnc coordination is semantically 
detennined by its denotation. " 
. , 
(47) 	a. Amisibe-ko:-konz-a ' belaro ,na.Zo01a; , 

Alllisi3P-PR;'cook-FVS-shoes & Zoola ' 

, ' 	 - , 
a n~
'Anusi andZoola are bUying shoes.' 
,\.b.Amisi be-ko~k(mz-a ,'(Jelaro na Zoola no Lokolo. inclAmisi 3P-PR-cook-FY8-shoes & Zoola ,&Lokolo 
'Amis'i. ZOola, and Lokol0 are buying shoes,. " 
c , 	 I - r 
. ',' . . . -, 	 , 
The differen~e between asymmetric coordination andacomitative construction can also be 
analyz~ in terms of se~tics. In the comitative construction, unlik~the asymmetric one, only 
the ~ubj~ct,Amisi in (4'S),fot example; maybe perf()rmingthe actio~ofbuyingshoes;the 
individu'al refetted't~in .ll1e co~iiativena-phrase'Inay not txr involved as ,a~agent In other, 
words. thereinay be only one panicipantinvolved in carryingoutthe event. Inasymtnetric 
coordination, h~wever! the, iqdividual referred to; in the na-phrasetllust be tnvolved as an' agent. 
. 	 ' 
, (48) Amisi' S-kO-koirz-a. be1aro naZoola. 

" Amisi 3S..;,PR-cook..,FVS-shoes '&.ZOola 

' '. : . . 
, Amisi isbuying'sh;Oes with Z00la. • 	 .begt 
We assume that se~anticsand syntax interact closely in asymmetric ,~oordinatlon. AnNP signi 
, I$ked by na i~ am:n},.argutnent ~sition isinterpreted as a IIie111ber of any pragmaticcl~use in 

which a thematic role is availableofor the argument of the na.:phtase. Only an NP\outside of J' 

,. " I - - - \'­
, can convey group)nterpretatiou;,thereforeitmay trigger plunilityofihe verbal complex. 
7. Conel usion 
, 	 , 
In this paper. we have investigated theph~nomenon of asymmetric coordination"in Lega. " 
differentiating h,fromsilIlilar constrUctions found in symmetric coordination and in comitative 
constructions. Ofthe t\votypes of asymmetric coordination notedcross-lin~uisticallY-,Verb 
• . '_ -. • ~ • _ • , - _ J ~,' 1 
Co,ded Coordination and Plural Pronoun Coi1structio11:-Leg~has been shown to be. avec 
l~mguage;as,have other African languages, ~uchas Hausa, that have been described in the 
literature.," , ,", 	 , 
5 In this paper. we donot accountfor thefollowing example. 
. 'ArDis; noZoola 'lx>-ko--kollZ.a , . be/arona LOKOl() 
. ' Aroisi 	 &. .Zoom 3P.PR~buying-FV S':Shoes& .. Lokola 
'AmiSi; Zoolat and Lakoto'are ~uying shoeS: . 
Fpr apr informant. since two ~~eoordiIUlted in the subject; the verbal motpheme is always plural ~gardless 
of whether the na-phrasecontro1s~greemeRt or mil. Thus, she interpreted this sentente.as e,haracterizedby only·
symmetric cooroiqation. . 
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As in symmetric coordination, the coordinated NPs in asymmetric coordinatiorl'govern verb 
agreement. However, unlike the case in symmetric coordination, the coordinated NPs do not 
form a single syntactic constituent, are not interchangeable when one is a pronoun, nor are they 
coordinated in Legaby the same connector. Furthermore, not only do the two types of 
coordination differ syntactically, they also differ semantically; 'asymmetric coordination denotes 
a "group", symmetric coordination a "sum". , 
Asymmetrically coordinated structures superficially resemblecomitatiye structures; both 
include prepositional na-phrase adjuncts: However, they differ significantly in the syntactic 
. structure associated with the PP. In asymmetric cOordination, we have proposed thatthePP is 
" 	 an adjunct of IP, while in comitatives it is an adjunct of VP. Specifically, na' is specified as a 
syntactic element under the condition that the head of a projection to which it is syntactically 
linked contains a plural AGR. Thecomitative na-phrase, then; shares in the thematic role of the 
. . 	 , 
. plural AGR arid functions as part of this argumentin control structures. The different properties ' 
of the two structures fall out from this syntactic distipction. 
Asymmetric coordination appears to 'be' a typologically widespread phenomenon, yet 
. . -	 - , 
relatively little work has been done in this area; much remains to be investigated, particularly in' 
'African languages that exhibit this phenomenon. One particular area of concern is semantic: 
what are the semantic properties of asymmetric coordination? In' this paper, we have only 
begun to investigatethis issue" but we suspect that answers to this question will be of 
significant interest to syntacticians and semanticists alike. 
